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Numerology
Radical Number

: 5

Lucky Number

: 9

Favourable Period

:

Favourable Days

:

Favourable Dates
Important Years
Favourable Colors

Lucky Stone
Health

Career

Faults

:
:
:
:
:

:

:

May 21 - June 27, August 21 - September 27
Wednesday and Friday.
5, 6, 14, 23.
14, 19, 23, 28, 32, 41, 50, 59, 68, 77.
All shades of Light Grey, White, all light colors. Avoid dark
colors.
Diamond, Emerald, Platinum or Silver.
You may suffer from overstrain of the nervous system and
sleep).You may also have troubles of lack of concentration and mental
breakdown.

You can gain through travels and long distance journeys. Also suitable
professions like banking, telecom industry, electronics, publishing, legel
professions.
Instability, dissipation, treachery, dishonesty, thieving, trickery, conceit.
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General Characteristics

You have the minding, supporting and delicate qualities; to be exact you are brimming with
nurturing impulses. You are calm, truth be told, sweetness dribbles from your mouth, and
you could never talk foul to anybody. You have an innovative twisted of psyche which
makes you suitable for callings like photography and other inventive things. You are
additionally great with individuals around you and you cultivate great associations
alongside an appealing atmosphere that dependably encompasses you. Your life is
regularly brimming with high points and low points, and you have what's coming to you of
upbeat and pitiful minutes. You can't deal with feelings enormously and dependably need
spoiling. You are on the nostalgic side, continually requesting somebody near be with you.
That is the reason you are looking for an accomplice, a companion who can simply inspire
you and push you ahead.
You are not a decent chief and are regularly in the mess. Whatever arrangements you
make, you can't execute them. The things which you may like or perhaps intrigued by don't
work for you generally and thus stems in awful choice making. Your made arrangements
don't see the light of the day and this gives you dissatisfaction. There is frequently some
measure of unsettling influence in your family which additionally may bring about
separation from gang. You can't escape from specific ailments like skin issues, frail
sensory system, thyroid issues and so forth. You do have confidence in otherworldly
existence, are a passionate devotee as well however you regularly tend to demonstrat to it
off to your nears and dears.
You are exceptionally calculative and numerical. You are an outright coherent mastermind
and practitioner. You are great in cash matters and know how to profit. You frequently
coexist with cash minded individuals who are calculative as well. You search revenue
driven misfortune issue in each circumstance and can ascertain on your fingertips. You are
a decent representative as you are very much restrained. You have a set routine to take
after every day and stick to it truly. Be that as it may, sadly you can't do organization in light
of the fact that you don't prefer to be advised by others andwork as per other individuals.
You don't discover satisfaction in little things. You hate life without limitations and
subsequently get to be baffled effortlessly. You fundamentally get exhausted with everyday
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things effectively. You likewise need tolerance and can't see the master plan of things.
Your inclination is similar to springs of gushing lava who won't say things yet when
disturbed or enraged blast and burst out. You don't open up much to individuals, not even
to close ones however keep things and second thoughts in your heart. This nature
additionally carries with it absence of mettle and certainty.
Youare in propensity for not finishing things in the best possible way. You tend to
dependably utilize alternate routes, don't finish things in the way in which they are intended
to be. You have a tendency to be shrewd and flee from long assignments for the littlest of
things making utilization of the sharp personality that you have. Remote outings are likely
for you which can likewise be joined or clubbed with monetary excursions. You have a
natural twisted of brain and could be a celestial prophet.
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Yearly Predictions - 2016

You will have the characteristics of minding, sustaining and delicate attributes; to be exact
you will be loaded with protective impulses. You end up being calm, truth be told,
sweetness is the thing that you plan to talk with. You would never talk foul to anybody. You
will have an innovative twisted of brain which makes you suitable for callings like
photographyand other imaginative things. Your temperament may reach individuals
around you and you cultivate great organizations alongside an appealing air that will
encompass you. Your life would be frequently brimming with high points and low points,
and you are going to have what's coming to you of glad and dismal minutes. You won't
have the capacity to handle feelings significantly and would dependably need spoiling. You
will be attracted to the wistful side, continually requesting somebody near be with you. That
is the reason you will be looking for an accomplice, a companion who can simply rouse
you and push you ahead.
You won't settle on a decent leader and would frequently be in the mess. Whatever
arrangements you will make, you will be not able execute them. The things which you may
like or possibly intrigued by won't work for you generally and subsequently stems in terrible
choice making. Your made arrangements don't see the light of the day and this would give
you disillusionment. There would be some measure of aggravation in your family which
likewise may bring about separation from crew. You won't have the capacity to escape
from specific sicknesses like skin issues, frail sensory system, thyroid issues and so on.
You will begin having confidence in deep sense of being and tail it as well yet you would
make a hotshot out of it to your nears and dears.
You will have an exceptionally calculative and scientific personality. You will begin
speculation everything as far as cash matter just. You appreciate good fortunes in cash
matters and the skill to profit. You would regularly coexist with cash minded individuals who
are calculative as well. You will search revenue driven misfortune issue in each
circumstance and would have the capacity to figure on your fingertips. YOu will have the
capacity to take in substantial income additionally amid this period. You will make a
decent representative as you are all around taught. You start to arrange things and have a
set routine to take after every day and would stick to it genuinely. Be that as it may, sadly
you won't have the capacity to do association on the grounds that you don't care to be
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advised by others and work as indicated by other individuals.
You will like voyaging a considerable measure and build up a solid connection for it. You
can't sit at one spot. The spot where you have been conceived, you will tend to leave that in
your journey for travel and to investigate new places. You are liable to have a sensible
bowed of brain and would be a profound scholar. To you, everything that exists in this
world must have a thinking and rationale. You more often than not don't need to make a
decent attempt to achieve things and they will come to you effortlessly. You can be viewed
as fortunate with a steady life. You will end up being a firm adherent to god and that is the
reason you don't face good and bad times throughout your life. This would characterizes
your otherworldly nature as well. You will likewise create enthusiasm for mysterious
science amid this period and you may go for learning it coherently.
Your life would be brimming with battle and good and bad times. You would regularly face
postponements and frustrations in all circles of life amid this period. Profound inside you,
lies an extraordinary mastermind who is likewise god dreading. You will see a delicate
side inside of you because of which you won't have the capacity to hurt anybody. You will
be slightly hidden as well as you generally keep lament in your heart that you would never
advise to anybody. You would have extremes, both cheerful and demoralizing. You
generally would have an offering nature who some assistance with believing in equity and
reasonable work. You won't have the capacity to sit unmoving for a moment else it begins
annoyingyou and sentiments of gloom assume control. You have numerous desire to
satisfy. The appealing quality of yours draws in individuals. In any case, on the same time
you will offer significance to yourself and don't overlook effectively.
You won't have the capacity to discover bliss in little things. You won't appreciate life minus
all potential limitations and henceforth get to be disappointed effectively. You essentially
get exhausted with everyday things effectively. Your understanding level won't be too great
and you can't see the master plan of things. Your inclination would get to be similar to
fountains of liquid magma who won't say things however when disturbed or rankled blast
and burst out. You won't care to open up much to individuals, not even to close ones
however keep things and second thoughts in your heart. This nature additionally carries
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with it absence of strength and certainty. Your forceful propensities of blasting out will hurt
you and at extremes you can enjoy into going physical into the battles. You may hurt
yourself and your friends and family likewise when at extremes.
You will demonstrate a solid enthusiasm for connections and would be a decent guardian.
You will have solid relational abilities that permit you to be a noteworthy representative or
guide. You can likewise attempt in crystal gazing and composing which will be productive
for you in the coming future. You have an appealing persona which will give you great
association with ladies (relevant for men) furthermore additional conjugal undertakings.
You will grow great rationales and executions amid this period.
Youwon't be capable appreciate the solaces of rest, unwinding and every one of the
solaces identified with bed. You are inclined to end up anxious and have absence of rest. It
is fitting that your companion ought to maintain a strategic distance from negative behavior
patterns. Family aggravation is likely for you. The local encompassing you have shouldn't
be allowed to sit unbothered. You don't seek after great and high instruction yet it stays fair
in the coming years for you.
Youwould begin considering high yourself, which won't be enjoyed by others in crew. The
ones who have grown up with, you will begin upsetting them due to your high-headedness.
You are fundamentally of pleased and predominant deduction nature yet profound inside
you will build up a trepidation of mischances.

Note: There are 365 days in a year and all days don't continue as before. Henceforth
according to travel and dasha period we have given expectations for the entire year. We
have separated the entire year into suitable periods and the forecasts of these periods are
given beneath.

From 01/01/2016 - 14/02/2016
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To you everything that exists must have a reason. You are extremely inquisitive however
exceptionallyanxious. You will discover enthusiasm for and are dependably looking for
discovering an explanation behind everything and addressing. You're thinking is dull and in
some cases irritating as well. You will start to motivation to the degree that the general
population included must wind up in contention. You will attempt to over reason everything.
You like voyaging however will wind up enjoying trivial ventures. You would have no
steadiness in life and no strength seeing someone. there will be constant strain in
relationship and there can be battles and quibbling seeing someone moreover. You may
create enthusiasm for mysterious science and you pull out all the stops likewise however
won't have the capacity to finish learning it effortlessly and won't have the capacity to
execute it by any means.

From 14/02/2016 - 18/04/2016
Yourlife would get to be simpler and you will have the capacity to achieve your objectives
effectively amid this period. Endeavors will pay you off as you reach at crests in your
money related life. You could likewise seek after government work with much class and
make the most of its advantages as well. You would have an exceptionally solid instinct
expertise which helps in enhancing your monetary life. You will have the capacity to
anticipate any misfortunes that you may happen and stop or confirm your activities as
needs be. Maladies and accidents like dental issues, skin sensitivities and acid reflux
would continue irritating you. You will end up being a profound scholar and in addition
devotee of God.

From 18/04/2016 - 29/06/2016
There is no real change in this period.

From 29/06/2016 - 07/07/2016
You will be over-burden with certainty and that will plainly appear in your satisfying identity.
You would be frightened of nothing and would have a completely daring nature. You will be
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stunned to see some measure of authority qualities inside of you where you tackle an
assignment with sheer pride and capacity. You will be offered with an excess of activities
and would be able to manage them effectively as well. This certainty will bring supreme
name and popularity in all circles of your life. It is entirely conceivable you will get to be
obstinate, ruling and self absorbed as well. Know about a few battles and contentions as it
is anticipated that you will turn out to be irritable.
Youwon't have the capacity to keep great kinships and connections. You will be
troublesome as in you will demonstrate inclination because of which you don't tend to stick
to one relationship or one marriage. Additional conjugal issues, and another marriage
liable to be conceivable amid this period. You won't have the capacity to appreciate the
solace of your own home. A plausibility in an administration employment is on the cards for
you. As far as marriage, it is anticipated that you will wed somebody known not or rather
go for a complete affection marriage.
You will be honored with such a sound specialized information which makes you an
extremelyflexible individual. Words talked from your mouth frequently turn out to be valid.
You like knowing all things and are a handyman however ace of none. You won't have the
capacity to get mastery in a specific field. You would create feeling of peopling however
don't get help at the season of your own issues. Outside outings are likely for you as you
have more than one pay source and additional cash to go for travel. After the age of 45,
you may encounter sentiments of depression, loss of mental peace and fretfulness.

From 07/07/2016 - 23/07/2016
Youare liable to be a passionate upheaval. Your over delicate nature would enable you to
dependably rely on upon close ones for passionate backing. You won't have the capacity
to take dismissals or dissatisfactions since they don't give you a sentiment worship. You
would be enticed to effortlessly veer off from the great way and regularly receive the wrong
propensities like smoking, medications, liquor. Since you won't have the capacity to
handle stress, so you would turn to such repulsive propensities when in anxiety. You will
begin getting bad dreams regularly and have awful dreams as well. Sorrow will discover its
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way in your inclination and you will regularly get to be inclined to illnesses like feeble
resistant framework, cerebral pains because of over-considering.

From 23/07/2016 - 16/08/2016
There is no real change in this period.

From 16/08/2016 - 22/09/2016
You will create compelling emotional episodes and will confront gigantic ups and down of
dispositions. Which would make you so capricious for your friends and family that they will
regularlyget baffled with you. You might want to stay in a fantasy world which is loaded with
illusions and instability. You will have huge dreams and talk lofty as well, however wind up
messing it all and don't won't have the capacity to execute your own words. You will
transform into a visionary who loves to travel and dependably has his pack prepared for it.
You will experience serious difficulties at one spot. Regardless of what number of
arrangements you will make, you will tend to break every one of the standards. There will
be surprising issues inching in and misfortunes can likewise arrive.
You are honored with compelling astute personality which can be envy of others as time
would go before. You will give a more keen personality, high inclination which would take
you to make much progress. In any case, you should be watchful of your vision since it is
frail. You are liable to seek after taxpayer supported organizations and endure misfortune
in it. You build up an apprehension of loses in view of the different misfortunes that you will
be enduring. You are constantly stuck in a few matters either in court cases or some
ceaseless wellbeing issue. It is additionally conceivable that you are possibly limited in
some kind of refuge for treatment.
You may get an administration work yet won't stay upbeat in it as there are numerous
obstacles in it. You additionally won't have the solaces that a bed gives. Which implies you
will experience difficulty dozing, are not ready to lie on bed for long and even not blessed
to have enough rest. You will have a powerful urge for unachievable products and are
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extremely aggressive in nature. Be that as it may, then again, you will have a profound
trepidation of mischances. Dread that you may or some way or another be inclined to a
few mischances or setbacks.
You have a predominance complex inside of yourself. You think high of yourself and low of
others. You are driven by extremes. You are either excessively fruitful in your work and
accomplishments or get into the condition to have misfortunes and endure significantly.
You are inclined to a mishap, that is the reason you ought to take travel softly and not enjoy
it excessively. It might be conceivable that you even face significant mishap yet your
anxious nature doesn't permit you to stay at home.

From 23/09/2016 - 02/11/2016
You will add to a propensity to get cunning and over-savvy. You will enjoy playing tricks with
individuals and exceed them in errands. You may plan to do everything for cash amid this
timeframe. You would be witty to the center and enjoy tips and traps in the work you do.
You are continually searching for to finish your errands on the off chance that they will offer
cash to you and wouldn't fret enjoying uncalled for exercises to accomplish them. It is
additionally conceivable that extortion can happen with you anytime of your existence
withoutyou knowing. It is additionally conceivable that you may free a few relations and
sold out by relations at the season of desperate need. It may be conceivable that in your
life ailments like physical shortcoming, kidney issues, clogging and nervousness issues
could increment.

From 02/11/2016 - 20/12/2016
You will be very innovative to the degree that you even exceed expectations in territories
like manner, sustenance gratefulness and such imaginative zones. You will build up a sure
love for sustenance profound inside and can likewise be an awesome cook. You would
shape a preferring for external excellence and dependably acknowledge delightful things.
You will advance in your dressing sense and would spruce up well and hence will get to be
brand-cognizant.Your passionate nature secures you a colossal companion circle and you
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would be encompassed by individuals. The companions that you will have would be
basically of the inverse sex and are regularly awed by your appealing atmosphere. You will
be clear to the center and can regularly get unforgiving in the utilization of dialect while
managing individuals. You will love extravagance truly and are inspired by materialistic
hotshot.
You will be unequivocally pulled in by things identified with affection, be it adore marriage,
love for music and workmanship or even love for allure and popularity. You will add to an
enthusiasmfor all the better things like music, workmanship which are expertise situated
and can be welcomed by their execution. The affection bug causes you to have more than
1 issue, 2 relational unions are likewise feasible for you soon. Else, you will be steady
seeing someone and relational unions.
Youwon't have the capacity to finish your training, regardless of how hard you attempt.
Softens up essential circles of life like training, aggravation in family and connections are
likely. You will tend to get included with relationship other than your life partner. Wellbeing
insightful you are inclined to pee issues, diabetes and joint issues. The most concerning
issue that you are liable to face is the delight of youngsters which implies there is solid
expectation that you may experience difficulty in either imagining kids or on the off chance
that they are grown up then you won't stay with them. You are weaned of the joy that a kid
gives, implies it is possible that you will have no kids or regardless of the possibility that
you have, he/she won't stay with you amid this period.
Your affection life would be enthusiastic as you might want to enjoy and connect with
accomplice. Your adoration life would blossom and there will be solidness in relationship.
You will hint at a decent talker and can induce anybody to do things for you. You might truly
want to persuade individuals and talk out of a discussion easily which makes you a most
loved amongst every last one.

From 20/12/2016 - 31/12/2016
To you everything that exists must have a reason. You are extremely inquisitive however
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exceptionallyanxious. You will discover enthusiasm for and are dependably looking for
discovering an explanation behind everything and addressing. You're thinking is dull and in
some cases irritating as well. You will start to motivation to the degree that the general
population included must wind up in contention. You will attempt to over reason everything.
You like voyaging however will wind up enjoying trivial ventures. You would have no
steadiness in life and no strength seeing someone. there will be constant strain in
relationship and there can be battles and quibbling seeing someone moreover. You may
create enthusiasm for mysterious science and you pull out all the stops likewise however
won't have the capacity to finish learning it effortlessly and won't have the capacity to
execute it by any means.

